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Energy Security and Market Stability
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Return of demand exceeds structural loss of supply
Production adjustment, stock data release, and investor confidence vital to market balance

IEF Comparative Data Analysis of IEA and OPEC Reports on the Oil Market September 2020

IEA and OPEC World Oil Balances and Short-Term Projections for 2020-21

IEF Comparative Data Analysis of IEA and OPEC Reports on the Oil Market September 2020
Short-term stability mostly depends on stock changes
Accelerate more complete submissions to bridge time lag and data gaps

JODI Data: Product inventories of G20 Countries

Data Source: JODI  ODI May/June data unless otherwise stated
Consumer-Producer Dialogue and Data Contributions
A secure, smart, and swift recovery towards sustainable growth

Enhance data transparency on energy sector investments to monitor and ensure that supply recovers in step with demand growth.

Digitalise and automate to share data faster in more regular submissions directly to the Joint Organisations Data Initiative Data Bases.

Improve data on market balances including data on non-OECD storage and spare capacity made available in an expedited manner.

Expand partnerships to enhance energy data coverage on the IEF platform to inform on energy security, market stability, and orderly transitions.

Inter-Institutional Collaboration with International and Regional Organisations

OECD, IEA, NEA, IEF, OPEC, GECF, IRENA, MI, CEM, SE4ALL, IFC, WB, EIB, ADB, IMF, OFID, IADB, ADB, WRI, GCCSI, OLADE, LADB, APEC, UN, EU